
Managing a
Multigenerational
Law Firm

Many law firms are experiencing

the growing pains of managing up

to five generations of attorneys and

staff in a rapidly changing legal

industry. To remain competitive, it

is imperative for firms to effectively

address and leverage generational
differences while adapting to meet
diverging needs and expectations.
Joan Sim and Rebecca Rachlin of
Practical Law explore initiatives
and strategies that firms can
implement to benefit the current
workforce and evolve with the next
generation of attorneys and clients.
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A
major challenge law firms currently face is how
to successfully manage a workforce comprised of
multiple generations, each with its own unique
characteristics (see Box, Common Generational

Characteristics). The influx of millennials, who now constitute the
largest generational group in the US workforce, is particularly
significant as these employees progress through the ranks and
assume leadership roles.

At the same time, the legal industry is experiencing unprecedented
change. Law firms are transforming their practices due to the
proliferation of technology, and they are confronting growing
competitive threats from alternative service providers, artificial
intelligence tools, and client insourcing. Firm leaders are
realizing that they must depart from the traditional law firm
model and develop a more sustainable approach that embraces
their evolving workforce. "We are in a conservative profession
that has been successful with one method for a long time, and
attorneys generally do not like change," notes James Goodnow,
President and Managing Partner at Fennemore Craig, P.C. "But
the noise surrounding the rapid transformation of the legal
industry has become so loud that even senior attorneys cannot
deny the need to adapt."

To ensure their continued success, law firms are grappling with
how to simultaneously preserve established practices that
have served them well and innovate to meet changing needs
and expectations. In doing so, firms must seek ways to better
support their muttigenerational workforce. "Generational
differences add another layer to the 'already complex
conversation on diversity, and a one-size-fits-all approach
will not work," says Rekha Chiruvolu, Director of Diversity and
I nclusion at Nixon Peabody LLP and a former litigation attorney.
"Although it is challenging, firms need to understand that this
conversation is not an optional one."

I n particular, law firms should focus on efforts to:

• Educate attorneys about generational differences and
unconscious biases.

• Develop and retain the next generation of talented attorneys.

• Adapt to meet attorneys' personal needs and preferences.

• Leverage the skills and abilities of each generational group.

• Handle the transition of senior partners to retirement.

EDUCATING ATTORNEYS ON GENERATIONAL
DIVERSITY

The first step in managing a successful multigenerational
law firm is educating attorneys on generational diversity. "It
is critical to train attorneys to understand how generational
disconnects arise," says Lauren Stiller Rikleen, President of
the Rikleen Institute for Strategic Leadership and a former
environmental law partner at Bowditch and Dewey. Firms
should organize trainings that:

• Explore the nuances of generational differences. Programs
that help attorneys and staff understand the major events,

shared experiences, and relevant body of research can

provide a more comprehensive picture of each generation (see

Box, Common Generational Characteristics). "All generations

can benefit from these insights to better appreciate why
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people may function a certain way in the workplace," advises

Rikleen.

• Instill awareness of unconscious biases. Unconscious
biases, or implicit associations, refer to stereotypes about a
person or group that people are not consciously aware they
hold or are unwilling to voice. "The way attorneys approach
generational issues is rich in unconscious biases," says
Rikleen. "Senior attorneys might say things about younger
associates that they would never say about a protected class."
For example, a common stereotype about millennials is that
they have a sense of entitlement. Rikleen teaches her clients
not to misinterpret millennials' self-confidence as entitlement,
but instead to recognize it as a positive building block of
future leadership.

• Emphasize the commonalities. While it is easy to dwell
on the differences, highlighting what generations have
in common helps to facilitate effective intergenerational
teamwork. "Ultimately, the value system between generations
is not as divergent as people may think," says Siobhan
Handley, Chief Talent Officer and a former litigation partner
at Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP. "Regardless of their
generation, attorneys share a commitment to ensuring the
firm's success and growing professionally while working on
the most interesting legal matters."

• Encourage communication and active listening.
Communication challenges, including drastically different
communication styles, are often cited as key concerns across
the muttigenerational workplace. Firms should draw attention
to these issues to help avoid misunderstandings and highlight
the importance of considering colleagues' viewpoints. "It is
critical to get different generations of attorneys talking to each
other and actually listening to each other to ensure everyone
has a voice," advises Chiruvolu. Handley agrees. "It may sound
trite," she says, "but in effectively communicating and sharing
ideas, each group starts seeing the value of the other."

DEVELOPING AND RETAINING ATTORNEYS

To protect their investment in newer attorneys, law firms must
rethink their approach to talent management. In the past, many
firms relied on on-the-job training and measured attorney
advancement by the number of hours billed and annual
performance reviews. However, firms are realizing the need
to take a broader and more mindful view of what professional
development entails for today's legal workforce.

Increasingly, firms are considering the perspectives of junior
attorneys and taking additional steps to support their priorities
and professional growth, such as:

a Revamping firm training programs.

• Promoting mentorship and other guidance among colleagues.
• Involving junior attorneys in discussions about the strategic

direction of the firm.

• Offering transparent flexibility about career paths.
• Supporting legal work with a social impact.

Firm leaders also must be actively involved in implementing
these initiatives. "Professional development personnel play
an important and valuable role, but firm leadership must also
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r, COMMON GENERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Generational research deals with trends and does

not attempt to define individuals. Each generation is

characterized by shared experiences based on birth years

that have influenced the group's values and working styles.

Today's workforce includes the following generations:

• Traditionalists (born between 1928 and 1945). Also known

as the silent generation, traditionalists fought in or grew up

during World War II and carried the hierarchical ideology

of the military into the workplace. Having experienced

the effects of the Great Depression, traditionalists tend to

conform at work, avoiding behaviors that might threaten

their employment. Women were typically expected to

handle domestic duties, while men would work long hours

outside the home.

▪ Baby boomers (born between 1946 and 1964). Baby
boomers were raised during the Cold War and the civil
rights movement, and experienced dramatic social change
during their lifetime. Given that they were well into their
careers before email and other forms of technology
became commonplace, boomers tend to prefer face-to-face
communication. Boomers maintain a strong work ethic and
value the conventional workplace hierarchy, having been
taught by traditionalists to respect the chain of command.
On average, they are retiring later than the generation
before them, slowing the movement of Gen Xers into senior
leadership positions.

• Generation X (born between 1965 and 1980). Gen Xers
grew up during a time of historically high divorce rates
and when more women returned to work after having
children. Known as the "latchkey generation," Gen Xers are
characterized as independent. They experienced the rise of
the computer revolution and have learned to adapt to new
technology. While both men and women value family time,

become more engaged in developing programs, coaching, and
assistance," cautions Rikleen. "That is where I see the biggest
gap right now."

TRAINING
In creating and implementing talent development initiatives,
law firms should take into account the work values and traits of
millennials (see Box, Common Generational Characteristics), who
will eventually lead the firm. Firms should have tailored training
programs on:
1■I Practice skills and professional development.
al Business development techniques.
I I Maintaining privacy and confidentiality in the law firm setting.

Professional Development
To ensure that promising attorneys of all levels can advance
their skill set, firms should develop a comprehensive training
Program that includes:

Gen Xers generally do not challenge the
traditional workplace structure. Millennials
often view Gen Xers as more aligned with
boomers in adhering to the long work hours
set by'prior generations.

▪ Millennials (born between 1981 and 1996).
Millennials are the largest of the generational
groups and the most ethnically and racially
diverse generation in history, as well as the
most educated. They came of age with the
internet, social media, and mobile devices,
and entered the workforce facing the height of
an economic recession. Millennials want to have
a voice in the workplace and value regular feedback,
a teamwork-oriented environment, transparency, and
access to the latest technology. They also have a strong
commitment to work-life integration.

• Generation Z (born 1997 and later). Also known as
post-millennials, this is the first generation of true
"digital natives" who grew up with mobile devices.
This has influenced the way Gen Zers communicate and
interact with others. They are accustomed to constant
streams of data and immediate answers. Gen Zers prefer
instant messaging and text messaging rather than email,
and expect their workflows to be available on a mobile
platform. Gen Zers tend to be more entrepreneurial than
previous generations.

(See Lauren Stiller Rikleen, You Raised Us — Now Work With
Us: Millennials, Career Success, and Building Strong Workplace
Teams (Ankerwycke, 2016); Michael Dimock, The Pew
Research Center, Defining Generations: Where Millennials
End and Post-Millennials Begin (Mar. 1, 2018), available at
pewresearch.org.)

•
• Structured work allocation. Firms should have a designated

person responsible for distributing assignments to associates
to ensure that everyone has a sufficient workload and
exposure to different types of matters. "Surprisingly, there are

• Core skills courses. Firms should create a curriculum based
on developmental milestones, that is, the essential legal
skills for an attorney at a particular level in a given practice
group. In addition to offering ongoing trainings, firms should
consider organizing longer retreats or bootcamps targeting
specific areas, such as depositions or motion practice.

• Non-substantive skills training. In addition to substantive
skills like writing a brief or arguing a motion, firms should also
focus on the development of non-substantive skills, such as
communication and leadership. "I think we should erase the
phrase 'soft skills' from our vocabulary because it denigrates
the importance of training and development in areas that
may really help somebody become a better attorney," says
Rikleen
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still firms that have a free market approach to assignments,"
notes Rikleen. "This does not support the fair apportionment
of work and is not the most effective way to identify and
develop talent."

• Regular performance feedback. In place of or in addition
to annual performance reviews, firms are instituting formal
and informal methods to encourage feedback on a real-time
basis. This allows attorneys to address issues as they arise
and provides more transparency on an attorney's progression
within the firm. Some firms have also hired a chief talent
officer to provide performance evaluations rather than relying
on a committee of rotating attorneys. "Our younger attorneys
expressed that they would benefit from the continuity
and consistency of having one individual give reviews,"
says Goodnow, "so we did away with the committee and
streamlined our feedback process."

• Support and training on new technology. As firms
increasingly employ new technological legal solutions, it is
essential to offer adequate support to all attorneys. Along
with having a dedicated IT team, firms should organize
webinars or in-person trainings for attorneys, and train
practice assistants or other support staff to assist attorneys at
all levels with learning how to use new technology.

■ Onboarding for new partners. "In some firms, career
development initiatives stop when you make partner, but in
many ways, your journey as an attorney is just beginning once
that happens" notes Goodnow. His firm has an onboarding
program that lasts for the first five years of partnership, in
which new partners collaborate on how to build practices,
receive training on law firm management, and get guidance
from senior partners.
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Business Development

Both partners and associates identify business development

as an area requiring more attentive training from firms given

how critical it becomes after an attorney achieves partnership.

Fostering business development skills can happen both through

formal training and informal opportunities.

For example, Goodnow's firm is rolling out two new programs.
One is for associates and includes a business development
bootcamp followed by coaching sessions. The other is an
intensive year-long program for new partners called the
"million dollar roadmap." It includes multiple all-day sessions
with a business development trainer and ongoing one-on-one
mentoring throughout the year.

Firms are also empowering attorneys at all levels to strengthen
their professional network. "Our associates voiced a desire to
cultivate relationships with their in-house peers and asked for a
business development budget to help with these efforts," says Kim
Koopersmith, Chairperson of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld
LLP. "It was a great idea that we were able to implement in short
order." She adds that the firm does not expect associates at an
early stage of development to find the next major client, but sees
great value in creating connections and building this foundation.

IL'LZ Search Business Development for Litigators for more on business
development techniques and best practices.

Privacy and Confidentiality

White maintaining privacy and confidentiality in the law firm
setting may be instinctive for boomers and Gen Xers, firms
should not assume this is the case for millennials or the
generations that follow. "This is one area where there is a
significant difference among the generations," says Rikleen.
"Firms need to be especially mindful of how comfortable
millennials have become with sharing information." Rikleen
notes, for example, that at training programs she conducts,
she frequently hears anecdotes from senior attorneys who are
frustrated with the amount of detailed information that younger
attorneys post on social media about their work day.

Accordingly, firms should ensure that privacy and confidentiality
issues are adequately addressed in attorney orientation
programs, and should not assume there is a common
understanding among all the generations on these issues.
Rikleen advises that the training should:

■ Provide a primer on privacy and confidentiality, and the
importance of boundaries with respect to information shared
on social media (for more information, search Social Media
Usage Toolkit on Practical Law).

■ Illustrate how privacy and confidentiality issues may arise in
practice by:

• providing specific examples of the types of information that
may and may not be disclosed; and

• discussing the gray areas where the answer is less clear.
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Law firms should consider ways to enhance
their mentorship programs, which not only
further professional development but also
promote cross-generational communication
and understanding.
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MENTORSHIP AND OTHER GUIDANCE

Law firms should consider ways to enhance their mentorship
programs, which not only further professional development
but also promote cross-generational communication and
understanding. Increasingly, firms are employing two-way
mentoring, or reverse mentoring, where the mentoring
relationship flows in both directions. For example, while a
senior attorney can advise on practice experience and business
development, a junior attorney can offer guidance on using
technology and developing a social media presence (see below
Leveraging Generational Strengths and Skills).

Firms can institute formal mentoring relationships in various
ways, such as matching attorneys by offices, practice, groups, or
employee affinity groups. Moreover, mentorships need not be
limited to one-on-one pairings. For example, the women's group
at Nixon Peabody has "mentoring circles" comprised of four to
five women of varying experience levels. "This arrangement
not only allows attorneys to gain insight from a wide range of
perspectives, but also fosters understanding between different
generations of women who, for example, may not hold the
same views on work-life balance and career development," says
Chiruvolu.

When implementing mentorship programs, firms should take
steps beyond merely assigning mentors and consider:

■ Providing training on how attorneys can make the most of the
mentoring relationship, including:

• explaining the expectations to the attorneys; and

• giving guidance on developing an effective communication
plan that encourages continual open dialogue.

■ Designating an individual or a team to check in on the
participants to make sure the mentoring relationships are
working out.

111 Having a process for changing mentors if desired. For
example, Orrick has an annual "open enrollment" period in
which attorneys can choose to stay with the same mentor,
switch mentors, or opt out. "While we do not want people to
switch mentors every year, it is important to have a way to do

so without feeling awkward if the pairing is not a good fit,"
explains Handley.

In addition to mentorship programs, some firms are reinforcing
the concepts of:

m Coaching. "We talk a lot about coaching here and have
found that when a partner thinks of himself as a coach to
an associate, it works wonders in bridging a generational
gap," says Handley. While coaching and mentoring share
similarities, Handley explains that coaching means more
actively engaging with a colleague, investing in his career
development, and seeking ways to help him succeed. "The
premise is that coaches play a critical role in determining an
outcome," she says. In addition to promoting the coaching
principle, Orrick also employs two dedicated in-house career
coaches who are available to both associates and partners.

us Sponsorship. Like coaching, sponsorship involves actively
participating in an attorney's day-to-day professional life
rather than merely helping him map out a career plan. In •
particular, sponsorship focuses on creating opportunities for
the associate. For this reason, sponsors can play an especially
important rote in retaining and promoting diverse and female
associates. Handley suggests that a partner sponsoring a
senior associate should, for example:

• "plus one" the associate when holding client calls or
meetings;

• look for ways for the associate to network internally and
externally; and

• partner with the associate on business development.

INVOLVEMENT IN STRATEGIC DISCUSSIONS

Millennials are widely known as a generation that was raised to
speak out and ask questions, which extends into the law firm
context. "Millennials want to understand their place in the bigger
picture and be active participants in determining the direction
of the firm," says Chiruvolu. This may be at odds with the
traditional law firm model in which partners make the strategic
decisions about firm business or a specific representation while
associates focus on honing their legal skills.
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ADVICE FOR INCOMING ASSOCIATES
XXX,

For many new associates, the law firm will be the first

environment in which they have to navigate a professional

setting and work closely with much more senior, experienced

attorneys. To help prepare, incoming associates should keep

the following tips in mind:

■ Find opportunities during law school to work on a team.

"There is a lot of focus on individual achievement in law

school, but as soon as you enter a law firm, you are part of

a team," says Handley. "Students should look for chances

to play the roles of both a team leader and a strong

contributing team member." For example, students can

pursue opportunities to join a school committee or work on a

pro bono or public interest project.

■ Stay true to yourself. Law students should take the time to

vet potential employers. "Look for a place where you can be

valued for who you are and not feet like you must become

somebody else to succeed," advises Rikleen. "Trust your gut

instinct if you feel uncomfortable during an interview or a

networking event."

■ Do not shy away from sharing big-picture ideas. "As

an associate, it is easy to fall into the trap of task-based

However, firms are realizing the value of giving younger attorneys

a voice. "Millennials question the status quo and think about

processes in a more efficient way, which is great for the firm,"

says Handley. "As a Gen Xer, questioning is not something I

felt empowered to do early in my career." Goodnow explains

that millennials grew up watching tech companies thrive

under younger leadership and millennial attorneys share that

entrepreneurial spirit. However, firms should not misinterpret their

outspoken nature as disrespect. "It is important to understand

that millennials are not demanding to drive firm strategy," says

Goodnow. "They are asking to have a seat at the table."

There are various avenues that firms can provide to associates

and junior partners to give them opportunities to express their

thoughts and ideas, and set the tone that the firm values their

input. These include:

■ Town hall meetings with the firm's
chairperson that include a question-

and-answer session.

■ Visits from the management committee

during which they host informal

listening sessions.

■ Associate committees that have regular

communication with firm leadership

and are consulted regarding policies or

changes that will directly impact them.

■ Task forces comprised of attorneys of

all levels that are aimed at specific

initiatives, such as innovation or

attorney retention.

thinking," says Goodnow. "But raising broader issues

and suggestions is not only helpful to the senior partner,

it is imperative for your career because it shows that you

are a strategic thinker." Of course, in doing so, associates

should be diplomatic and make clear that they respect the

viewpoints of the more senior attorneys.

■ Play offense. "It is hard when you are first starting out at

the firm to have the confidence to network and seek out

opportunities, but do not be afraid to tell somebody that you

are interested in learning more about their work or career

path," advises Koopersmith. "I think you will find a receptive

audience and become a better attorney for having done it."

■ Be witting to pay your dues. Despite having more flexibility

in the modern workplace, Chiruvolu underscores that new

associates must be ready to work hard for the first few years

to develop their skills and should take their cues from their

firms. "You have to trust in the organization to know how to

develop and train you to be a good attorney," says Chiruvolu.

"As you become a more experienced attorney, you will be

able to more actively shape your career."

■ Attorney retreats that include working groups or panels where

attorneys can ask questions and express ideas or concerns.

■ Informal check-ins and office hours with firm leaders.

■ Internal blogs with comments and responses from firm leaders.

Additionally, some firms are taking more creative approaches

and asking attorneys to put themselves in the shoes of firm

leadership. For example:

■ Akin Gump organizes associate and counsel academies where

attorneys are tasked with answering the question, "What

would I do if I were running the firm?"

■ Orrick has assembled a team of 20 junior partners charged

with thinking about what the firm should look like in five years,

which involves a year-long effort to study and address the key

issues associated with collaboration, pricing and technology,

client relations, and talent management.

From brainstorming ideas for developing new practice groups
and client-facing web tools to delivering real-time feedback,
launching an internal job board, and improving work-life
balance, Chiruvolu, Goodnow, Handley, and Koopersmith all
agree that the suggestions and changes generated from their
conversations with millennials have been invaluable. "There is
a lot to be learned from listening as opposed to just talking,"
advises Koopersmith. "That has been a very good strategy for
me in making sure that we are an employer of choice."
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ALTERNATIVE CAREER PATHS
Law firms are becoming more open to establishing alternative
career paths to accommodate attorneys who possess valuable
skills but are unwilling or unable to take on the full load
associated with a traditional partnership. "Firms should
proactively communicate the various•options to attorneys,
whether through the career development team or one-on-one
counseling," says Chiruvolu, "so that each attorney can pave a
unique path to success."

Examples of alternative career paths include:

■ Partners and associates with agile working arrangements,
including reduced-hours schedules (see below Flexible Work
Arrangements).

■ Of counsels, career associates, and practice group attorneys
who are not on a partnership track.

WORK WITH A SOCIAL IMPACT
Millennials, in particular, are noted for wanting to do work that
has a positive social impact. Handley and Koopersmith both
emphasize the importance of creating a law firm culture that
encourages and values this type of work to aid in retaining
talented attorneys and fostering a positive working environment.
Firms can do so by:

■ Taking on paying clients that do community-oriented work.
■ Demonstrating a commitment to pro bono, for example, by:
• creating a full-time pro bono counsel position;
• involving senior partners in pro bono efforts, for example,

by having them participate in moot arguments to prepare
for a case; and

• recognizing attorneys' achievements through pro bono awards.

ADAPTING TO ATTORNEYS' NEEDS AND PREFERENCES
"Put simply, for a law firm to thrive and succeed long-term, it
has to be a place where the next generation wants to work,"
says Chiruvolu. To evolve with attorneys' changing needs

and preferences, firms should focus on work-life balance and
office culture.

WORK-LIFE BALANCE
"Years of research demonstrates that millennials value family
and personal time, and they do not view the number of hours
spent in the office as a measure of an individual's commitment
to work," explains Rikleen. These values, combined with the
ever-increasing use of technology and the resulting ease
with which people can now communicate and work from any
location,. are changing the law firm environment. Indeed, the
concept of work-life balance is being replaCed with work-life
integration, recognizing that the boundary between personal
and professional life is now blurred. In particular, firms are trying
to address the needs of individual attorneys through:
■ Parental leave policies.

■ Flexible work arrangements.

Additionally, firms are making efforts to eliminate any stigma
associated with taking advantage of these policies and
arrangements, including reinforcing that these are gender-
neutral benefits. "Work-life is not gendered, and the firms that
can understand that these issues are no longer women's issues
alone will be way ahead of the game," says Rikleen.

Parental Leave

Firms should address how they can support parents both in the
immediate weeks after a child's birth and well beyond as they
juggle personal and professional obligations. This is particularly
i mportant given that many households today have two working
parents and shared family responsibilities. "In some ways, being
out on leave is the easiest part of the parental leave process,"
says Handley. "It is the periods when an attorney is preparing for
and coming back from leave that can be the most challenging
in trying to manage schedules. And given that many millennials
are not willing to choose between family and career, firms
need to consider ways to help them manage their competing
responsibilities."

"Millennials question the status quo and
think about processes in a more efficient
way, which is great for the firm," says
Handley. "As a Gen Xer, questioning is not
something I felt empowered to do early in
my career."
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(TIPS FOR ADOPTING NEW INITIATIVES

Law firms seeking to create or enhance attorney-focused
initiatives should consider the following key steps and practical
guidance:

■ Assess the firm. Firms should begin by gathering
information to gauge their attorneys' priorities and values.
Along with giving junior attorneys a seat at the table (see
above Involvement in Strategic Discussions), firms should
conduct anonymous engagement surveys across the firm.

For a deeper analysis, firms can retain an outside consultant ■

to undertake a confidential internal assessment. Rikleen

notes that in each of the confidential assessments she has

conducted, she sees challenges common to many firms,

such as how client development credit is shared, pitch

teams are put together, and assignments are distributed.
These challenges, however, vary in degree depending on the
firm. An internal assessment can be the foundation for the
development of forward-looking strategies.

■ Consider the clients. From a business development
perspective, firms must recognize that clients are also
increasingly technology-driven and staffed with and led
by millennials, impacting how attorneys should approach
client relationships. In some cases, the effect can be small,
like communicating via text messaging rather than email.
Often, however, more fundamental changes should be made
to meet client needs. Clients today expect their attorneys to ■

have technical knowledge and efficient workflows.

■ Look to other industries. It can be helpful to look outside
the legal industry for guidance when devising new
initiatives. For example, Goodnow visited the offices of
several Silicon Valley companies for innovative office design
and other ideas. Additionally, after having mixed success
with traditional law firm business development coaches, his
firm hired a business development trainer from the big four

Some firms are allowing male and female attorneys to take
primary caregiver leave after their partner's leave ends. Besides
this paid time off following a child's birth, firms can take steps to
ease attorneys into and out of leave through:

■ Off-ramping. This involves:

• gradually transitioning the attorney off of ongoing matters by
preparing and delegating to the attorney's colleagues; and

• communicating with the attorney about expectations
and concerns, including whether the attorney prefers to

occasionally check in while out on leave.

■ On-ramping. This involves reintegrating the attorney into

practice and ensuring an appropriate workload upon return

(particularly in the case of associates), as well as helping the

attorney reacclimate from a personal standpoint by, for example:

• allowing the returning attorney to work on a reduced schedule;

• pairing the returning attorney with a mentor at the same

experience level who has previously taken leave; and

accounting world who has received overwhelmingly positive

feedback from the firm attorneys. Similarly, Handley's firm

engages a rugby coach to speak to the attorneys about

teamwork and how coaches can significantly influence an

outcome (see above Mentorship and Other Guidance). "It may

seem like an odd choice, but there is no one better to teach

people how to leverage differences to achieve a common

goat," she says. "He has been quite effective here."

Address concerns head-on. Firms should actively listen to
their attorneys and encourage them to ask questions about
any new initiative. Given that many attorneys are resistant

to change, there will always be some holdouts. To help

them adapt, Goodnow suggests that firms emphasize the
facts impacting the legal market and explain the business
case for the initiatives. "Attorneys are smart people," he
says. "When confronted with the facts, they will understand
the need to change." Additionally, organization-wide
strategies should be embraced and consistently messaged

by management, professional development teams, practice
group leaders, marketing teams, and business development
teams. It is particularly important for senior management
to demonstrate that they stand behind any new initiative by
openly discussing it and dedicating time and resources to
support it.

Be flexible. Firms must think beyond implementing policies
to attract and retain millennials and be agile enough to
evolve with future generations as well. For example, Nixon
Peabody allows associates the opportunity to carve out their
own practice areas, which has led to new service offerings
for its clients, such as an eSports practice. "It is important
to create an entrepreneurial environment for the next
generation of leaders who are thinking about what is ahead
for the firm's clients," says Chiruvolu.

• engaging a professional coach to assist returning attorneys
and address any anxieties.

Flexible Work Arrangements

Flexible work arrangements are becoming the norm across the
global workplace. Firms must recognize the value of providing
up-to-date technology for remote working and being amenable
to individualized working arrangements. "It is a recognition
that many talented attorneys with essential skills to offer have
decided not to work in a large law firm because of the rigid
requirements traditionally in place," says Goodnow. "By being
flexible and customizing work arrangements to meet the needs
of the individual, firms can capture this source of talent and
better serve their clients."

Koopersmith, who worked on a reduced work schedule before
eventually advancing to the position of law firm chairperson, agrees.
"I would not be where I am today if it had not been an option,"
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she says. "After having children, I knew that I needed flexibility if

I was going to continue working in a high-performing culture."

The prevalence of technology has facilitated this shift and

more firms now allow attorneys to customize their work

arrangements, such as working:

■ Reduced hours.

■ Remotely, either full-time or on certain days of the week.

■ Longer hours four days per week to have one day off.

■ With another attorney in a job-sharing arrangement.

Additionally, some firms make it clear that following a flexible

work arrangement does not preclude attorneys from being
considered for partnership. Indeed, it is increasingly common
for attorneys to have reduced-hours schedules or work remotely

both before and after becoming a partner. Moreover, these

arrangements may serve to both recruit millennials and retain
boomers and Gen Xers who want to remain engaged in a more
limited capacity.

Reducing Stigma

Firms should consider how they can cultivate an environment
in which attorneys feel comfortable taking advantage of
leave policies and flexible work arrangements without fear of
stigma. "We are not passive on this issue, but it is challenging,"
acknowledges Koopersmith. "It can be a particular struggle
to get men to take parental leave. The reality is that firms are
competitive environments filled with type-A personalities."

By having attorneys share success stories, firms can help
set the tone that all attorneys can and should make use of
these policies and arrangements. Handley and Koopersmith
recommend that firms:

■ Set a clear policy and communicate to attorneys that flexible work
arrangements do not remove them from the partnership track.

■ Raise visibility around the issue by encouraging attorneys who
have taken parental leave or have a flexible work arrangement
to discuss their experiences, including by assigning them as
coaches to other attorneys.

Firms should consider how they can cultivate an environment
in which attorneys feel comfortable taking advantage of
leave policies and flexible work arrangements without
fear of stigma. "We are not passive on this issue, but it is
challenging," acknowledges Koopersmith. "It can be a
particular struggle to get men to take parental leave."

However, while firms can take steps to support attorneys in
balancing their personal and professional responsibilities,
attorneys should bear in mind that it is not a one-sided effort.
For these arrangements to be successful, attorneys must check
in regularly, maintain a steady dialogue with their teams, and be
responsive. Koopersmith also advises attorneys to "be flexible
about being flexible," meaning that they should:

■ Ensure the onus does not shift to their colleagues, for
example, by insisting that they can never talk to the client or
team on a Friday.

■ Accept that having a flexible work arrangement may cause
them to miss out on certain cases or deals in which they want
to be involved.

■ Understand that flexibility sometimes requires being "all in"
for a period of tine and then taking a breather.

■ Be transparent about the number of attorneys who have taken
advantage of these policies and arrangements, including a
breakdown by gender and rote (partners versus associates), as
well as how many associates made partner while on leave or
working on a flexible schedule.

OFFICE CULTURE

In addition to work-life balance initiatives, firms should think
about ways to foster intergenerational collaboration and shape
a positive workplace culture. Examples include:

■ Regular communication from firm leadership. "Attorneys
at some firms have never heard the chair speak, and I find
it somewhat startling that it is not a common practice,"
says Koopersmith. Whether discussing the firm's strategy
and challenges, celebrating a pro bono success, supporting
hurricane relief efforts, or sending a firm-wide email
condemning the 2017 white nationalist rally in Charlottesville,
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Koopersmith makes it a priority to communicate frequently

with all employees to instill a sense of common purpose and

reaffirm the firm's values.

Changes to the physical space. Some firms are rethinking

their approach to office design in an effort to promote a more

entrepreneurial and team-oriented atmosphere. For example,

Nixon Peabody has been moving toward equal-sized attorney

offices with glass walls, turning corner offices into meeting

rooms, and increasing the number of collaborative spaces.

"Our goal is to break down silos and encourage people across

the firm to work together," explains Chiruvolu. "This is part of

building the law firm of the future." Additionally, Fennemore

Craig has a game room with televisions and foosball, ping

pong, and a pool table for attorneys to work or take a break in

a casual setting, as well as a conference room in which every

surface is writable (an idea borrowed from Facebook after

Goodnow and his colleagues toured the offices there). "My

team uses this conference room regularly because, despite the

pervasiveness and power of technology, there is no substitute

for actually seeing the ideas on the wall and the collaboration

that in-person brainstorming promotes," says Goodnow.

Employee wellness programs. To help reduce health

care costs, increase productivity, and promote a healthier

firm culture, firms are increasingly implementing wellness

initiatives, As part of this effort, some firms offer on-site

mental health professionals who are available to attorneys

on a confidential basis. Akin Gump is piloting this type of

program in one of its largest offices and saw many attorneys

using the service within the first week. "It is a stressful job

and we all know attorneys who have struggled at different

points in their career," says Koopersmith. "We want to create

an environment in which the prevailing philosophy is to make

attorneys feet that they are not alone."

Opportunities to interact outside of the work context.

Organizing events where attorneys can communicate and

socialize in an informal setting, such as community service

days, office pizza parties and ice cream socials, ping pong

tournaments, and on-site yoga, is an effective way to promote

intergenerational collegiality. Firms should tailor these events

to each office location, given that every office has its own

culture and personality.

A relaxed dress code. More firms are adopting a casual

dress code and allowing attorneys to wear jeans at work

as long as they keep a suit in the office or stay mindful of

situations where more professional attire is needed. "When

our firm started doing this, there were some raised eyebrows

and concerns that clients may find it inappropriate," recalls

Goodnow. "However, many clients have commended us for it

and the attorneys prefer it. I think it fits the entrepreneurial

vibe we are cultivating here."

LEVERAGING GENERATIONAL STRENGTHS AND SKILLS

Although law firms traditionally used a hierarchical approach

to the division of labor, with major ideas and decisions

coming from the top and tasks being handed down, they are

starting to recognize the benefits of having multigenerational

teams involved at each stage of the process. "It starts with a

generalized acceptance that diversity of thought brings a better

result," says Rikleen. "There is so much research supporting this

notion, but law firms are slower to embrace it."

Firms must consider the strengths and skills associated

with each generation and seek ways to capitalize on those

differences. "When I look at some of our most successful

trial and deal teams, they have a good mix of junior and

senior attorneys," says Handley. For example, because senior

partners have a significant breadth of substantive and practical

knowledge, they can offer substantial insight regarding

important tactical decisions, such as the key points to make in a

motion, how to handle an oral argument, and how to best craft

an opening statement.

At the same time, junior attorneys can add value in carrying out

the senior partner's strategies, particularly given their comfort

with technology. For example, junior attorneys may come up

with suggestions for using technological solutions to create

compelling trial demonstratives, communicate with opposing

parties, and make tasks more efficient. "The senior partner may

not be aware of all of the different mechanisms for carrying

out tasks, presenting evidence, and persuading the jury," notes

Goodnow, "and may otherwise miss out on huge opportunities

because of that."

SUCCESSION PLANNING

Effectively managing the employee lifecycle and transitioning

senior partners out of practice continue to challenge law firms,

in part due to the sensitive nature of this process. Gen Xers

are in an especially difficult position, tasked with facilitating

the transfer of knowledge between generations. "Boomers

are used to being in charge and are not comfortable giving up

control or clients," says Rikleen. "At the same time, millennials

must become leadership-ready earlier because there are not

enough Gen Xers to fill the void that will soon come from

retiring boomers," she adds. "Gen Xers must now navigate these

delicate challenges."

Handley agrees. "The law firm that figures out how to effectively

manage these multigenerational issues and transition to a

millennial-led law firm is going to be the law firm that wins," she

says. Proper succession planning is a multi-year effort involving

cooperation and communication between attorneys at all levels.

Firms should make sure to:

si Build trust between partners. "The transition becomes a lot

easier if the retiring partner trusts the next partner," notes

Handley. She says this can be addressed in part by asking

partners to put together forward-looking business plans each

year, which necessarily entails collaboration between partners

working with the same clients and on the same matters.

These conversations, combined with recognition from the

firm when a senior partner gives billing credit to a more junior

partner, help to make future transitions feel natural.

Involve the client. In making sure a retiring partner's client
remains property serviced, the client itself needs to be the
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focus. "A succession plan must take into account the client's
own views," says Koopersmith. "That is a fundamental
precept that not all attorneys understand." In addition to
having candid conversations with the client, the partner
must consider whether more junior partners and associates
are making connections and having successful experiences
with the client. Koopersmith recommends having multiple
levels of attorneys involved in client relationships so that as
generations mature, there are attorneys who know the client's
business ready to take the reins.

■ Treat the retiring partner with respect. "It is extremely
important for a firm to recognize a retiring partner's
contributions and handle the transition in a way that feels
right to the partner," says Koopersmith. Firms should
maintain an open dialogue with retiring partners and consider
methods like a partner emeritus program to keep partners
connected to the firm during retirement.

■ Prepare millennials for leadership. Firms should actively
train younger attorneys on the various obligations associated
with Leading a law firm, which may include broadening
their responsibilities earlier. "Take a shot at putting younger
attorneys in leadership positions," suggests Goodnow, a
millennial himself. For example, in recent years, his firm
has been rotating junior partners in practice group leader
positions. Chiruvolu concurs. "Even if they are not 100% ready
for a promotion, we want to cultivate existing talent and allow
people to grow into new roles that challenge them," she says.
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